This paper investigates the origins of the (cyclonic) vertical vorticity within vortex sheets that develop within a numerically simulated supercell in a nonrotating, horizontally homogeneous environment with a free-slip lower boundary. Vortex sheets are commonly observed along the gust fronts of supercell storms, particularly in the early stages of storm development. The ''collapse'' of a vortex sheet into a compact vortex is often seen to accompany the intensification of rotation that occasionally leads to tornadogenesis. The vortex sheets predominantly acquire their vertical vorticity from the tilting of horizontal vorticity that has been modified by horizontal buoyancy gradients associated with the supercell's cool low-level outflow. If the tilting is within an ascending airstream (i.e., the horizontal gradient of vertical velocity responsible for the tilting resides entirely within an updraft), the vertical vorticity of the vortex sheet nearly vanishes at the lowest model level for horizontal winds (5 m). However, if the tilting occurs within a descending airstream (i.e., the horizontal gradient of vertical velocity responsible for tilting includes a downdraft adjacent to the updraft within which the majority of the cyclonic vorticity resides), the vortex sheet extends to the lowest model level. The findings are consistent with the large body of prior work that has found that downdrafts are necessary for the development of significant vertical vorticity at the surface.
Introduction
Vortex sheets are commonly observed along the gust fronts of supercell thunderstorms, particularly in the early stages of their evolution (e.g., Brandes 1981; Klemp and Rotunno 1983; Wicker and Wilhelmson 1995; Adlerman and Droegemeier 2005; Gaudet and Cotton 2006; Gaudet et al. 2006; Odell et al. 2014; Orf et al. 2014; Nowotarski et al. 2014 , manuscript submitted to Mon. Wea. Rev.). The development of a low-level mesocyclone is often associated with the transformation of a gust-front vortex sheet into a more axisymmetric patch of vertical vorticity. The transformation is associated with a decrease in deformation and attendant decrease in dynamic pressure, and subsequent feedbacks between falling pressure, convergence, and vorticity stretching can cause the vertical vorticity to rapidly intensify (Gaudet et al. 2006) . Moreover, small-scale vortices, sometimes referred to as misocyclones, occasionally develop along the supercell's rear-flank gust front or other wind-shift lines within the storm and occasionally migrate toward the lowlevel mesocyclone center, subsequently being absorbed into the broader circulation (Dowell et al. 2002; Finley et al. 2002; Bluestein et al. 2003; Lee et al. 2012; Richardson et al. 2012; Snyder et al. 2013) . It is unclear whether the vortices play a role in tornadogenesis or tornado maintenance, which are topics beyond the scope of this paper. Given their regular spacing, it seems likely that these vortices are the by-product of shear instability associated with a vortex sheet.
The development of vertical vorticity in convective storms most often has been studied within supercell storms, presumably because mesocyclones are one of the defining characteristics of supercells and most strong tornadoes are associated with supercells (Smith et al. 2012) . Downdrafts have long been known to be critical for the initial development of significant near-surface (z , 10 m) vertical vorticity in supercells-a prerequisite for tornadogenesis-at least in horizontally homogeneous environments [i.e., zero environmental vertical vorticity; see the review by Markowski (2002) and the references therein]. The tilting of horizontal vorticity by an updraft alone fails to produce significant vertical vorticity next to the surface because vertical vorticity is produced only as air rises away from the surface (Davies-Jones 1982a,b) . 1 It has been widely assumed that the convergence of the Coriolis parameter, baroclinic generation of vertical vorticity, and eddy diffusion are by themselves unable to produce a tornado (Davies-Jones 2014). All indications are that downdrafts are necessary (e.g., Rotunno and Klemp 1985; Walko 1993; Adlerman et al. 1999; Markowski et al. 2012a,b; Davies-Jones and Markowski 2013; Kosiba et al. 2013; Dahl et al. 2012 Dahl et al. , 2014 . Within downdrafts, significant near-surface vertical vorticity can arise owing to the upward tilting of horizontal vorticity within subsiding air parcels bound for the surface (Davies-Jones and Brooks 1993; Adlerman et al. 1999; Davies-Jones 2000; Markowski and Richardson 2014; Dahl et al. 2014 ).
[In a recent simulation of a tornadic supercell by Schenkman et al. (2014) , it was concluded that frictionally generated horizontal vorticity (that was subsequently tilted) contributed to the vertical vorticity of the developing tornado in a major way; however, a critical role for downdrafts in tornadogenesis could not be discounted.]
Vortex sheets also figure prominently in nonmesocyclonic tornadogenesis (Carbone 1983; Wakimoto and Wilson 1989; Lee and Wilhelmson 1997a,b, 2000) . For example, in the simulations of Lee and Wilhelmson, tornadoes develop beneath cumulus congestus clouds that are initiated by a slow-moving airmass boundary. The airmass boundary is associated with a vortex sheet, and the transformation of the vortex sheet into discrete vortices via shear instability plays an important role in both the initiation of the deep convective clouds as well as the subsequent intensification of the vorticity to tornado strength. The vortex sheet is imposed by way of the initial conditions. Vortex sheets likely preexist the parent convection in most cases of nonmesocyclonic tornadogenesis. An exception might be landspouts associated with the flanking-line convection of supercells, which seem to be associated with the trailing rear-flank gust front rather than a preexisting airmass boundary.
In summary, numerous past studies have found that downdrafts are important in tornadogenesis in supercells that develop in an environment with no preexisting vertical vorticity, and in some studies, vortex sheets have attracted considerable attention. In our view, it has been unclear how or if the development of vortex sheets fits with the long-standing notion that downdrafts are critical for the development of near-surface vertical vorticity. 2 Moreover, the origins of the vortex sheets have received little scrutiny.
This paper investigates the development of vortex sheets along the gust fronts of a numerically simulated supercell in a nonrotating (i.e., no Coriolis acceleration), horizontally homogeneous environment, like those commonly used in many past idealized supercell simulations. It is shown that the vortex sheets predominantly acquire their vertical vorticity from the tilting of horizontal vorticity that has been modified by the horizontal buoyancy gradients associated with the supercell's cold pool. If the tilting is within an ascending airstream, the vertical vorticity of the vortex sheet nearly vanishes at the lowest grid level at which horizontal winds are prognosed. However, if the tilting occurs within a descending airstream, the vortex sheet extends to the lowest grid level. The findings are consistent with the large body of prior work that has found that downdrafts are necessary for the development of significant vertical vorticity next to the surface.
Methods
The numerical simulation is performed using Cloud Model version 1 [CM1; see appendix of Bryan and Morrison (2012) ], release 18. This release of CM1 integrates moisture and parcel trajectories using velocities that have been averaged over the small time steps of the splitexplicit integration scheme, following Klemp et al. (2007 Klemp et al. ( , p. 2902 . A fifth-order advection scheme with implicit diffusion is used. No additional artificial diffusion is included. Subgrid-scale turbulence is parameterized using a turbulent kinetic energy scheme similar to that of Deardorff (1980) . The double-moment microphysics scheme of Morrison et al. (2009) is used. Surface fluxes, the Coriolis force, and radiative transfer are excluded.
The domain is 100 km 3 100 km 3 18 km, with rigid, free-slip, top and bottom boundaries and open lateral boundaries. Rayleigh damping is applied in the uppermost 4 km of the domain. The horizontal grid spacing is 50 m within a 20 km 3 20 km region centered in the domain, and gradually increases to 1.85 km from the edge of this inner region to the lateral boundaries via the function given by Wilhelmson and Chen (1982) . The vertical grid spacing varies from 10 m in the lowest 200 m to 290 m at the top of the domain. The model uses a staggered C grid (Arakawa and Lamb 1977) ; the lowest scalar level is at z 5 5 m. The large (small) time step is 0.6 (0.06) s.
The simulation is initialized with a horizontally homogeneous environment using the Weisman and Klemp (1982) sounding with a surface water vapor mixing ratio of 14 g kg
21
, and a vertical wind profile similar to that used by Rotunno and Klemp (1982) . The lowest 2 km of the hodograph turns clockwise through a quarter-circle with a radius of 7 m s Lagrangian parcels are tracked during the model integration. To obtain trajectories that pass through the areas of interest (i.e., the regions in which vortex sheets develop), over 5 million parcels, 50 m apart, are released at 1200 s in a volume that spans 3 , x , 30 km, 26 , y , 10 km, and 0 , z , 2 km. Parcel velocities are obtained via a fourth-order Lagrange polynomial interpolation, and parcel positions are updated at each small time step using a second-order Runge-Kutta scheme. The parcels track the resolved flow, as in Gopalakrishnan and Avissar (2000) , Dosio et al. (2005) , and Yeo and Romps (2013) ; that is, the velocity interpolated to them is not modified with the subgrid-scale turbulent velocity. Each parcel's coordinates, thermodynamic data, velocity components, vorticity components, and vorticity forcings are saved every 6 s. Forward trajectories are favored over backward trajectories given that vortex sheets develop in regions of horizontal convergence and confluence, where backward trajectories can be error prone (Dahl et al. 2012) .
Results

a. Overview
The storm initiated by the warm bubble splits into cyclonically rotating (rightward propagating) and anticyclonically rotating (leftward propagating) supercells in the first 1800 s of the simulation, with the cyclonically rotating supercell gradually becoming stronger than the anticyclonically rotating supercell over the ensuing hour. A substantial cold pool is present by 3000 s, at which time the minimum density potential temperature (Emanuel 1994 ) perturbation u 0 r exceeds 27 K (Fig. 1) .
Our analysis focuses on two vortex sheets associated with the cyclonically rotating supercell at 3000 s. One, hereafter referred to as vortex sheet A, is associated with the storm's diffuse forward-flank gust front, which extends to the northeast from (24, 23.5) in Fig. 2a . westerly momentum from forward-flank outflow with easterly momentum. Such a wind-shift line previously has been identified by Romine et al. (2008) in an observed supercell and Beck and Weiss (2013) in a simulated supercell.
The maximum vertical vorticity z at z 5 5 m within vortex sheet A is a relatively small ;6 3 10 24 s 21 . A vertical cross section through the vortex sheet ( Fig. 3a) reveals that the vortex sheet is strongest near z 5 250 m, where z ; 4 3 10 23 s 21 . In contrast, vortex sheet B is much stronger, and significant z extends to the lowest model level, where z ; 22 3 10 23 s 21 (Fig. 3b) . In each of the vortex sheets, the most significant z is found on the cold side of the convergent wind-shift lines associated with the vortex sheets ( Fig. 3 ; the 300-K u contour approximately separates inflow from outflow).
b. Vortex lines
Some qualitative insight into the origins of the vortex sheets can be obtained by examining the vortex lines that pass through the vortex sheets. The vortex lines that comprise vortex sheet A (red vortex lines in Fig. 4 ) extend to the northeast of the storm and are tilted gently upward (implying cyclonic vorticity) within the updraft along the forward-flank gust front (Fig. 2b) . The vortex lines are aligned with the u 0 r contours (rather than the environmental horizontal vorticity) largely owing to baroclinic vorticity generation.
The vortex lines that pass through the axis of maximum z within vortex sheet B (white vortex lines in Fig. 4) , where significant z also extends to the surface, generally extend upward from below the lowest scalar level at z 5 5 m, though a few extend northward, roughly paralleling the u 0 r contours. In contrast, vortex lines that pass through the southeastern periphery of the vortex sheet (i.e., those on the warm side of the airmass boundary separating rear-flank outflow from environmental air), 75-300 m above the surface, extend into the environment to the east of the storm (yellow vortex lines in Fig. 4) . Some additional vortex lines that enter the southeastern (warm) periphery of vortex sheet A also extend into the environment (not shown). The implication is that the cores of both vortex sheets comprise vortex lines that have been strongly modified by baroclinity; however, environmental vortex lines largely unmodified by baroclinity also enter the vortex sheets, albeit a significant distance above the surface and only on the warm fringes of the vortex sheets (note the yellow circle in Fig. 3b) .
All of the vortex lines described above, after rising through the vortex sheets, turn horizontally toward the trailing (western) flank of the cold pool. Their horizontal projections generally follow the u pool (not shown). Thus, the vortex lines are arches that connect the cyclonic vortex sheets on the eastern and southern flanks of the cold pool with anticyclonic vorticity on the western flank of the cold pool, similar to the arching vortex lines documented in the rear-flank outflow of supercells by Straka et al. (2007) , Markowski et al. (2008) , Marquis et al. (2012) , and Kosiba et al. (2013) . Occasionally, anticyclonic vortex sheets are observed on the trailing flank, but these tend to be shorter lived and weaker than the cyclonic vortex sheets.
c. Trajectories and vorticity budgets
One of the most notable differences between vortex sheets A and B is that the former vortex sheet becomes vanishingly weak near the surface (cf . Figs. 3a,b) . The trajectories of the air parcels that reach the vortex sheets explain why.
The trajectories that enter vortex sheet A experience varying degrees of latent cooling and horizontal vorticity modification by the forward-flank horizontal buoyancy gradient as they travel westward, but what they have in common is that they have no prior history of descent (Fig. 5a ). This result is consistent with the instantaneous w fields in the vicinity of and upstream of vortex sheet A (Fig. 2b) . In contrast, a large fraction of the parcels that enter vortex sheet B have significant downward vertical excursions, ranging from 100 to 1200 m (Fig. 5b) , which is consistent with the instantaneous w field immediately west of vortex sheet B (Fig. 2b) . Where the vortex sheet is strong near the surface, the vortex sheet exclusively comprises parcels that have descended from above. That downdrafts are necessary for the development of significant near-surface z is consistent with the arguments made by Davies-Jones (1982a,b) and simulations of Rotunno and Klemp (1985) , Davies-Jones and Brooks (1993), Walko (1993) , Trapp and Fiedler (1995) , Wicker and Wilhelmson (1995) , Adlerman et al. (1999) , Dahl et al. (2012 Dahl et al. ( , 2014 , Davies-Jones and , and Markowski and Richardson (2014) . (Some parcels, i.e., the white ones in Fig. 5b , descend little or even rise into vortex sheet B. However, these parcels do not contribute to the near-surface vertical vorticity of the vortex sheet.)
Just as some vortex lines extend into the environment, some trajectories also extend into the environment, but these do not appear in Fig. 5 because they do not attain z values that reach the threshold for trajectories displayed in Fig. 5 (see figure caption for details) . That is, these trajectories attain only relatively weak z and enter only the periphery of the vortex sheet on its warm side. The trajectories that extend into the environment approximately Fig. 2) . One of the red vortex lines in Fig. 4 passes through the red dot in (a). The final location of the violet trajectory shown in Fig. 5a , for which the z budget is presented in Fig. 6a , is indicated with a violet colored dot in (a). One of the white and yellow vortex lines in Fig. 4 passes through the white and yellow dots in (b). The final location of the violet trajectory shown in Fig. 5b , for which the z budget is presented in Fig. 6b , is indicated with a violet colored dot in (b). With regards to the violet dots in (a) and (b), neither trajectory terminates exactly in the vertical cross sections, but they both terminate within 100 m of the vertical cross sections at the indicated positions in the y-z and x-z planes in (a) and (b), respectively. coincide with the portions of the yellow vortex lines in Fig. 4 that extend into the environment (the environmental low-level horizontal vorticity is highly streamwise, and the inflow is relatively steady).
More quantitative insight into the origins of the vortex sheets is obtained from Lagrangian vertical vorticity budgets. The vertical vorticity is governed by
where v h is the horizontal vorticity vector, u r is the total density potential temperature, p is the nondimensional pressure, c p is the specific heat at constant pressure, and F is the velocity tendency owing to the combined effects of CM1's implicit diffusion and subgrid-scale turbulence [the former usually exceeds the latter in simulations using grid spacings of O(100) m]. The terms on the rhs of (1) subsequently are referred to as the tilting, stretching, baroclinic generation, and diffusion terms, respectively. The baroclinic generation term is generally negligible (it vanishes in the anelastic limit). Figure 6 presents the z budgets for two highlighted parcels (note the violet trajectories in Fig. 5 ) that reach vortex sheets A and B and are very near to vertical cross sections A-A 0 and B-B 0 , respectively, at 3000 s (note the violet circles in Fig. 3 ). The z interpolated to each parcel's trajectory generally agrees well with the integrated z forcing experienced along each trajectory, z 0 1 Ð t 0 Dz/Dt dt 0 , where z 0 is the (virtually negligible) z at 1200 s, which is the time parcels are introduced into CM1. It is, therefore, believed that the budgets are sufficiently reliable.
The parcel that reaches vortex sheet A near vertical cross section A-A 0 (Fig. 6a) originates at approximately z 5 15 m (the lowest level at which parcels were introduced) and begins gently rising ;300 s prior to reaching the vortex sheet. During this ascent, z is initially acquired via tilting, and barely nonzero, positive z is sufficient to subsequently result in large positive stretching. Though stretching provides the largest contribution to the z budget, the large stretching relies on tilting to produce positive z that subsequently can be stretched (Fig. 6a, inset) . Note that the parcel acquires small negative buoyancy (u 0 r ; 21 K), which implies that the parcel experiences baroclinity and horizontal vorticity 3950 generation (albeit weak) despite the fact that the parcel does not descend in a downdraft. As explained in section 1, the tilting of horizontal vorticity (environmental or baroclinically modified) in an updraft fails to produce significant z at the surface because z is produced only as air rises away from the surface (Davies-Jones 1982a,b) . In contrast, the aforementioned downdraft parcels associated with vortex sheet B arrive very near to the surface after having acquired cyclonic z. For example, the parcel whose z budget is shown in Fig. 6b descends from 280 m and acquires cyclonic z during its descent. The cyclonic z develops owing to positive tilting during descent via the mechanism described by Davies-Jones and Brooks (1993) , Adlerman et al. (1999) , Davies-Jones (2000) , Richardson (2014), and Dahl et al. (2014) : a trajectory having large streamwise vorticity passes along the left edge (with respect to the wind direction) of a downdraft, and streamwise baroclinic vorticity generation experienced during the descent ''introduces 'slippage' between the (descending) fluid and vortex lines '' (Davies-Jones and Brooks 1993) . Parcels generally attain a relative maximum in z via tilting roughly 30-100 m above the surface, but z is diminished to small values via compression as they near the surface (the z of the parcel shown in Fig. 6b remains barely positive as it exits the downdraft, i.e., z . 0 when w 5 0). Tilting and stretching subsequently (and rapidly) intensify z. The near-surface tilting experienced by the parcel bound for vortex sheet B is more than an order of magnitude larger than that experienced by the parcel bound for vortex sheet A (e.g., note the difference in the tilting term in Fig. 6a at 2640 s and Fig. 6b at 2940 s) . The downdraft-updraft transition zone to the rear of vortex sheet B affords a larger horizontal w gradient compared with the horizontal w gradient associated with only updraft in the vicinity of vortex sheet A (Fig. 2b) . Moreover, horizontal w gradients that involve downdrafts allow parcels to experience significant near-surface tilting within negligible w (i.e., without parcels rising rapidly away from the surface; note in Fig. 6b that z begins increasing at 2920 s owing to tilting even though the parcel is still slightly descending). Thus, the parcel bound for vortex sheet B experiences a significant increase in cyclonic z while remaining in close proximity to the surface. Stretching also becomes very large once the parcel encounters the horizontal convergence associated with the airmass boundary and vortex sheet.
The ''wiggle'' in the z time series near 2970 s for the parcel bound for vortex sheet B (Fig. 6b) is almost certainly numerical. Implicit diffusion and subgrid-scale turbulence are large at the parcel's location at that time, and the sharp horizontal velocity gradient associated with the vortex sheet unavoidably leads to dispersion errors in the model's velocity fields that are manifest as z ''sidelobes'' immediately upwind of the vortex sheet.
Summary
Vortex sheets are commonly observed along the gust fronts of supercell storms, particularly in the early stages of storm development. The ''collapse'' of vortex sheets into a compact vortex often is seen to accompany the intensification of rotation that occasionally leads to tornadogenesis. This paper investigated the origins of the cyclonic vorticity within cyclonic vortex sheets that developed within a numerically simulated supercell in a nonrotating, horizontally homogeneous environment in order to reconcile some previous findings that have suggested an important role for shear instability in tornadogenesis with the long-standing notion that downdrafts are important for tornadogenesis (at least when preexisting z is absent at the surface).
The simulated supercell possessed a diffuse forwardflank gust front and a more intense rear-flank gust front, with the rear-flank gust front extending northward into the outflow air mass, where it separated rear-flank outflow from forward-flank outflow. Both gust fronts were associated with vortex sheets. The vortex sheet along the forward-flank gust front was strongest approximately 250 m above the surface and was vanishingly weak at the lowest model level (z 5 5 m), because the tilting of (baroclinically modified) horizontal vorticity was within an updraft. However, the vortex sheet along the rearflank gust front was not only more intense, but it contained large values of cyclonic vorticity [O(10 22 ) s 21 ] at the lowest model level. In contrast to the vortex sheet along the forward-flank gust front, the vortex sheet along the rear-flank gust front comprised air parcels that previously had descended in a downdraft. These parcels acquired cyclonic vorticity via the same mechanism that has been identified in the past literature (see section 1) for how parcels en route to a near-surface mesocyclone or tornado acquire cyclonic vorticity in a downdraft. Changing the microphysics and advection schemes (several additional experiments were performed) changes the details of when and where vortex sheets develop, but it does not change the fundamentals (i.e., that downdrafts are needed in order for significant vertical vorticity within the vortex sheets to extend to the lowest model level).
The finding that vortex sheets can extend to the surface-and subsequently spawn tornadoes, which are intense vertical vortices in contact with the surface, by definition-only if the vortex sheet includes parcels that have a history of descent, should also apply to vortex sheets that form along the gust fronts of other types of moist convection that develops within horizontally homogeneous environments. However, for airmass boundaries having longer time scales (e.g., synoptic fronts, drylines, sea-and land-breeze fronts), it seems intuitive that the Coriolis force would be an important contributor to the vertical vorticity associated with these convergent boundaries, thereby obviating the need for downdrafts. Moreover, Schenkman et al.'s (2014) recent analysis might also suggest a role for surface friction in the development of vortex sheets when lower boundary conditions other than free slip are considered.
